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With COVID-19 restrictions being lifted in many states and
countries over the past several weeks, we have received more
fishing and tagging reports from DRP participants getting out on
the water. Beginning in the Mid-Atlantic Bight, early season
tropical storm Arthur event pushed in some warmer water but the
Gulf Stream still remains too far offshore to entice anglers to the
canyons. Offshore reports from Pirates Cove and Oregon Inlet
marinas suggest more yellowfin tuna, mahi, and wahoo are being
caught as of late with a pulse of blue marlin action last week
following the TS Arthur event. Further south, reports from boats
out of Georgetown Marina suggest a nice mahi bite at Georgetown
Hole last weekend with one consistent program participant
indicating 75% of fish being caught are gaffers rather than shakers.
Reports from off Georgia and northern Florida appear to indicate
larger sized fish than reports from south Florida and the Keys. In
the Keys, Killin’ Time II hit the water early this year, after the
consistent May winds relaxed a bit, and reported slow fishing and
a lack of large Sargassum patches out 30 miles off Cudjoe Key. In
the Bahamas the fish are likely stacked up in the deep basins but
the lack of tourism has most Captains switching to deep dropping
along the edge and not running further offshore. In Guadeloupe,
fishing restrictions were lifted on May 21st which led to some great
reports of mahi fishing in the eastern Caribbean Sea.
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Pending
Updates
to U.S.
East
Coast
2018 DRP
Tag and Release
Award
Winners
Dolphin Wahoo Management Plan
The South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (SAFMC)
is responsible for recommending and developing the fishery
management plan for dolphin off eastern Florida, Georgia, South
Carolina, and North Carolina. Currently, the SAFMC is pursuing
options to revise 13 different regulations that will affect the way
dolphin and wahoo are managed along the U.S. East Coast. On
June 8th, from 1:30 - 4:30 pm EST, the Dolphin Wahoo Committee
of SAFMC will host their June meeting. The Committee will be
discussing multiple topics including:
• The new

catch level recommendations for dolphin and wahoo from
the SAFMC Scientific and Statistical Committee
• Updates on the recently completed Highly Migratory Species
Pelagic Longline Biological Opinion (BiOp) and developing
Dolphin Wahoo BiOp from NMFS
• Dolphin Wahoo Amendment 10 (Revise Dolphin and Wahoo
Management Measures)
• Dolphin Wahoo Amendment 12 (Adding Bullet Mackerel and
Frigate Mackerel to the FMP as Ecosystem Component Species)
• An update on Dolphin Wahoo Participatory Workshops
• Mid-Atlantic representation on the Dolphin Wahoo AP
What is your opinion on these subjects? Click here to submit your public comments regarding these and more matters to the SAFMC. Click here to
register for the webinar to listen to the discussion on June 8th and the proposed schedule of events for amending the U.S. East Coast Dolphin-Wahoo
fishery management plan.
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CCA Florida STAR & the DRP
This summer, we hope all of the supporters of and participants in the Dolphinfish
Research Program (DRP) are getting out on the water. If you do, be sure to
register in the CCA Florida STAR fishing competition for your chance to win
big! In June, CCA Florida STAR is collaborating with the DRP for participants
to tag 20 dolphin with STAR tags off the Florida Keys and then anglers will be
rewarded for returning the tag information. In this effort, there are two ways for
anglers to win:
• Any

angler who catches a STAR tagged dolphin and submits their catch
information will win a STAR long-sleeved shirt.
• $10,000 cash will be awarded to the first CCA member who is registered for
STAR who catches and reports one of the eligible 20 tagged dolphin released off
Florida by the DRP in June 2020.
Outside of the dolphin categories, there are numerous ways for Florida anglers to
win by registering this summer in the STAR competition.
STAR is a great way to make your fishing more rewarding while supporting the
conservation of our fisheries. The DRP is proud to partner with CCA FL STAR
on such a unique endeavor that combines conservation, data collection and
education. In addition to participating in the STAR competition, sign up to
participate in the DRP to tag and release small dolphin at any time during the year
in order to help conserve one of western central Atlantic’s most important offshore
fish species. Request a tagging kit at dolphintagging.com/tags.
Catch, Photo, Release, WIN format
• Almost $500,000 in prizes & Scholarships
• Nearly 100 days of fishing
• 17 total Divisions
Sign up today! Visit CCA FL STAR to register.
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Short DRP YouTube Channel Introduction

Check out our latest video (click image above) that introduces our YouTube channel. Please follow our YouTube channel to receive updates on
when new videos are posted about the Dolphinfish Research Program as well as our FAD and seafood traceability research at the Beyond Our
Shores Foundation.
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Get you Summer Performance Gear!

Request Your Tagging Kit
Participation in the DRP helps collect information
on many research objectives. Greater tagging
activity helps boost data collection, and in 2019,
anglers tagged the 3rd highest amount of dolphin
ever for the program. Request your kit today to
help us maximize data collection in 2020. Click
here to request a kit. This year we are excited to
include two circle hook jigs, provided by Bird of
Prey Fishing Tackle, in every kit to promote the use
of circle hooks while trolling, sight-casting, or
bailing dolphin. To purchase a kit to support the
DRP, click here.

AFTCO - DRP Performance Fishing
Shirts

The Dolphinfish Research Program (DRP) is
thrilled to offer our anglers and supporters an
AFTCO favorite – the Hooded and Regular
Samurai Heathered Performance Fishing Shirt DRP
style! The AFTCO DRP Performance Fishing Shirt
provides a high quality garment to keep you even
more protected while out on the water and also
allows you to represent the world’s largest
fishermen-driven tagging program to quantify the
movements and life history traits of dolphin in the
wild. Proceeds from your purchase of this
performance fishing shirt go directly toward
expanding the Dolphinfish Research Program.

To make tax-deductible donation click image
below:

To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks
out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphinfish Research
Program

Donate to Support the DRP
The Beyond Our
Shores Foundation
is the official
501(c)(3) founded to
support and expand
the DRP. In 2020,
we are working to
surpass 30,000
tagged dolphin for
the program. Help
us achieve this significant milestone by supporting
our tagging program. Your donation will advance
the expansion of the DRP, a leader in the
conservation and research of dolphin, by helping to
purchase more tags to distribute to anglers, support
our education programs, and improve fisheries data
collection among recreational, for-hire, and smallscale commercial fishermen. Click here to donate
today.

Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506
Newport, RI, 02840
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org
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